
Joel Hamilton

Business owner at Blue Logic Solutions LLC

Titus is the man you want on your team to help with anything. He is a servant

leader at his core and it shows in everything he does. His character is solid, and

his heart is transparent. He has a passion for excellence in what he does, and his

personal growth. I've known Titus for years in business and personally, and I am

a better man for being connected to him.

Titus and I met for lunch and we spent a few hours chatting. Never did I imagine how

much that meeting would change me. We sat and brainstormed about business ideas to

help me create more ways to bring in new referral partners and clients. Then we took a

sharp left turn and ended up working on me as a person. He asked all the right

questions to spark thought about how to overcome blocks I made for myself and made

me feel no answer I made was going to be judged. It truly was such an amazing time that

I know it will be the reason my whole world changes but for the better.
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Pharis www.LYMevents.com

I am not sure if you understand just how powerful our hour and 20 min meeting

was but for me it was totally explosive. You spoke of mindset and that just opened

up the floodgates of memories, happy, enjoyable and empowering memories of

who I am and how I once lived my life before.  I caved into the pain and allowed

myself to just give up.  Well NO MORE, I am ready for what is to come. Not to sit

back and watch it happen but to dive into the deep end of a new pool of my

choosing and just live the life I was designed to live.

Crawford Brown

Director of Intelligence for National to Tactical Operations

Titus is an outstanding leader, with great marketing and sales knowledge. I have

always been impressed with his ability to deal with the most challenging issues.

He maintains great oversight over the client's needs and manages their priorities

extremely efficiently. Titus has demonstrated that he has the capacity to manage

very large financial accounts and I hope he continues to have those opportunities

in the future.  Crawford Brown 719-314-5221

Andy Curry

I help business owners get more customers/clients - Schedule a Strategy Session

Now in the About Section!

Titus is exemplary at outside sales. After seeing him in action, I went after him

and asked if he'd do sales for my company. He did some sales for me on a

part-time basis as he was committed to his employer at the time. I was surprised

how fast he got business for me! This also makes him very savvy at marketing.

You can't go wrong with Titus!
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Brandon Daniels

Outside Sales Representative at Wylaco Supply Co

Titus is an outstanding sales professional with great integrity. In the short

amount of time that I have known Titus, it has been easy to see that he possesses

all the skill and traits necessary for success.

Jr Trollip-

Titus is a very helpful person.He always does his best for me as a client. I can

recommend him anytime for business

James (Jimmy) Laverty

Website Optimizer • Strategic SEO Writing • Marketing • Freelancer | Travel

Consultant

I have known Titus for over 6 years, one of the first people I met when I moved to

Colorado, and he reached out to me. He has a great personality and interacts well

with others. He is also very grateful and willing to help within his ability.

Erik Anderson

Founder Canvas Systems Group

Titus is diligent, tenacious and a professional sales executive. His ability to

effectively communicate with his peers and customers has proven to be a strong

asset. Titus provided a high level of excellence and delivered superior customer

satisfaction to his clients.
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Jesse Harwell

Owner at Pahoda Image Products

Titus was always easy to work with, friendly and kept the best interests of

customers in mind. Even in a competitive copier industry, which is rare!

Linda Groat

Program Coordinator at Mueller State Park

Titus shares his passion for a variety of outdoor skills, is very personable, gives

excellent customer service, a great team member, and is a pleasure to work with!

Carey Atnip

Aviation Safety Inspector at FAA

Titus assisted me on a youth hunt while I was the Lead Huntmaster for the

Colorado Parks and Wildlife. Titus worked great on his own and worked great as

a team member. I look forward to working with Titus in the future.

Debra D.

Titus is a visionary leader. He knew exactly what he was looking for and I was honored

to be a speaker at his first Glow Growth & Development workshops. I have watched him

continue with his mission and deliver high quality workshops on a routine basis.

Geo R.

The Glow Growth and Development group approach life with gusto! They choose to look

at life and growth as a blessing from God, and want to squeeze as much abundance from

it as they can. Titus is diligent, open and trusting the process will lead to fruitfulness.

Thanks for all you are!
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Dolly C.

Titus is a product of the product. He not only speaks truth he walks the truth. His heart

and soul can be felt from a distance. Since meeting this man he only grows in ways That

is inspirational. So blessed to have met you

Misty Cogdill

Titus is awesome. He is a game changer for a lot of people and he makes things happen.

He’s inspiring, uplifting, adventurous, knowledgeable, insightful, and really knows how

to support people. He really knows how to make a difference!!

Sherri Boyd

Such an inspirational man! So much knowledge and kindness. Has so much value to

give and also so supportive of everyone around him.

Gregg Sheldon

I first met Titus at a networking group which has been described as a church for

entrepreneurs, his presence was commanding which is an unusual feeling for me. Since

that time, we regularly communicate, meet up for brainstorming sessions and enjoy

each other's company. I would not hesitate to recommend his services which include

mindset molding and no nonsense advice! Thank you Titus for being a part of my life!!

Jasper Axelrad recommends Glow Growth and Development.

I first met Titus at a dog park and his energy was completely unique. I got the absolute

pleasure of spending three hours just getting to talk with him, and in that short amount

of time in our first visit he managed to say things that were not only cathartic to my

being, but also offered so much insight and wisdom into a prosperous connectivity

perspective.

He has a unique experience with lack of connection growing up that he has managed to

fully flip and even give back into helping others. Among a higher good, he is a role

model and I was beyond grateful to witness that energy in person.

I would recommend anyone struggling with the daily grind, feeling stuck, not able to

reciprocate a genuine connection, to reach out to Titus. His energy is contagious, but

more importantly his wisdom offers tools that could help anyone turn barriers into

hurdles!
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